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Howard Tullman has successfully founded more than a dozen
high-tech businesses in his 50 year career and created more
than $1 billion in investor value as well as thousands of new jobs.
He is currently the CEO of 1871 in Chicago where digital startups
get their start. Launching a Startup in the Digital Age reveals
Tullmans straightforward, plain-spoken principles which are
crucial to the successful funding and launching of a new start-
up today in almost any technology-driven marketplace. Any
entrepreneur or would-be entrepreneur looking for advice on
how to get started and launch a technology based business will
find the information in this book very valuable. Ive known
Howard for at least 15 years hes about getting things done and
executing with a vengeance. Joe Mansueto, Morningstar
Founder / CEO No matter how many operations a surgeon has
watched, I d rather have the guy who s done it be the one cutting
on me. Howard Tullman has done it over and over again. Mark
Walsh, GeniusRocket CEOHoward Tullman is the CEO of 1871 in
Chicago where digital startups get...
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This book is definitely worth acquiring. I have go through and so i am certain that i will likely to read through again
again in the future. Its been printed in an exceptionally basic way in fact it is only a er i finished reading this
publication in which actually altered me, change the way in my opinion.
-- Andr es B a shir ia n-- Andr es B a shir ia n

Comprehensive guide for publication fanatics. This really is for all who statte there had not been a well worth reading
through. I discovered this ebook from my dad and i encouraged this book to find out.
-- La cy Goldner-- La cy Goldner
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